Seminars


Absences, trips and other travel

27/6-11  Nils Ryde visits Mathias Schultheis in Nice for collaboration on the galactic centre
29/6-3   Melvyn B. Davies attends Lorentz Center Workshop on massive binaries in Leiden
29/6-10  Eva Jurlander on vacation
1-3     Leif Lönblad at workshop in Mainz
4—12    Bo Söderberg attends IPhO 2015 in Mumbai as a leader
6-31    Leif Lönblad on vacation
14-22   Roman Pasechnik visits Federal University of Pelotas - UFPEL, Pelotas, Brazil and gives a seminar
20-28   Eva Jurlander on vacation
21-24   Dainis Dravins on an astrobiology excursion to stromatolites in Western Australia
21-14/8 Caroline Unmack on vacation
23-26   Roman Pasechnik visits Federal University of Santa Catarina - UFSC, Florianópolis, Brazil and gives a seminar
26-17/8 Roman Pasechnik visits Santa Maria University - UTFSM, Valparaiso, Chile for collaboration

The ATP newsletter is edited by Malin Sjödahl and Ross Church. Please email information to malin.sjodahl@thep.lu.se and ross@astro.lu.se by the last day of the month for inclusion in next month’s newsletter.